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Section One: Introduction 
 
Report from Fuel Poverty Coalition Workshop – 26 February 2014 
 
A follow up workshop was held to take forward the outputs and insights from the 
“Running on Empty” conference held in November 2013.  That event highlighted 
seven priorities for the Coalition to consider in its efforts to inspire effective action on 
Fuel Poverty in Northern Ireland. 
 
Knowing that seven priorities were too many for the Coalition to work on effectively, 
the steering group decided to create a workshop to streamline the priorities and find 
people who could help take them forward through action groups.  
 
The second part of the work was to examine what needs to be in place for the 
Coalition to be effective.  Given that it is now three years old, is now the right time to 
re-examine its mission and operating goals.  
 
The Coalition was initially a vehicle for raising the profile of Fuel Poverty in Northern 
Ireland and to bring a collective voice that would be more powerful than disparate 
voices in being heard.  This indeed is the case and the Coalition has had some 
notable engagements with the establishment.  Saying that, action has not always 
followed.  As a result the Coalition took the decision to try to narrow in a focused set 
of goals that could be better explained, supported, evidenced, and articulated to a 
broad public.  That is the journey this workshop, report, and ensuing actions is 
intended to champion. 
 
The purpose of the workshop was two fold: 
 

1. To confirm which priorities, and the actions we each will contribute to 
2. To ensure we are building a Coalition that works effectively  

 
Thirty people attended the three-hour workshop, held in Elizabeth House (Consumer 
Council HQ).  Participants started the workshop by brainstorming, clustering, and 
discussing responses to this question: What does an effective Coalition look like? 
 
Outcomes:  
 
The workshop participants agreed that the purpose of the Coalition should be revised 
to reflect life three years on.  The steering group agreed to examine the wording of a 
mission that reflected the conversation in the room.  Some discussion was had on 
the need for a rights-based statement.  
 
Participants also identified three primary functions for the Coalition.  These functions 
represent the best strengths of the Coalition by adding value to anything that an 
individual organisation could hope to achieve on its own.  They are: 
 

• Lobbying  
• Networking  
• Representation  
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Section Two: Action Plans 
 
The participants were invited to take part in an action planning session on any one of 
seven priorities that had been identified in the conference in November.  Each was 
invited to participate in the topic that interested them the most.  Of the seven, four 
were chosen as priorities to work on.  Each of the working groups has a volunteer to 
coordinate the next steps:  
Action Group Coordinator for next steps 

Communications  Philip Robinson / Ben Christman 

More effective Interventions  Anita Rooney 

Joining up agendas  Jacqui Frazer / Steven Armstrong 

Targeting for Effectiveness  Lucy Cochrane 
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Communications Action Plan - 
 
Members:  
Corrine Heaney; Paul Wallace; Judith Jordan; Douglas McIldoon; Ben Christman; 
Philip Robinson 
 
Overarching Goal: Realising that the message from the whole Fuel Poverty 
Coalition group is key to the success of all priorities we will create two-way 
communication within, digest information and then pass a clear message out. 
 
The Big Actions – 
 

1. Identify our targets and develop a communication strategy that has evidence 
based with a key message. 

2. Target all social levels to create an understanding of fuel poverty to get the 
message out to those removed financially to show this issue affects society in 
its entirety. 

3. Identify Government organisations that are keen to engage. 
 
Our First Actions – 
 

1. All FPC group members - Each member to share their information, 
knowledge and experience via the FPC website.  Within 6 months* 

2. Paul, Corinne & Ben - Redevelop FPC digital media.  Within 2 months* 
3. Ben - Consider EU Energy Poverty website to create a database. Contact the 

owners.  Within 1 month* 
4. All Communication Group - Develop the FPC communication strategy. 3 

months* 
5.    "               "                "     - Get this message and all accompanying fuel 

poverty information to Local Authorities and newly elected Councillors post 
election.  1 year. * 

 
* All dates from the last workshop 28 February 2014 
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Joining Up Agendas Action Plan 
 
Members of group:  
Martin Gallagher, Age Sector Platform, Francis Hughes, Age Sector Platform, Karen 
Bruce, Ballymena; Borough Council; Tracey Colgan, Public Health Agency; James 
McCabe, Mount Eagles; Wendy Brolly, Newtownabbey Borough Council; Steven 
Armstrong, Bureau Navitas; Cllr Brian Heading, Lisburn City Council; Jacqui Frazer, 
Belfast Health Development Unit 
 
Action One 
Identify which Government Departments have a responsibility for fuel poverty and 
what budget is available to each of them – this will enable us to see what the total pot 
amounts to.  There is huge frustration that unspent money goes back to Westminster 
when it could be put to good use. 
 
Action Two 
Undertake a scoping study of what work is currently being done to tackle fuel poverty 
across N.I.; so that we can learn from existing models and identify gaps in provision. 
 
Action Three 
There was frustration about the lack of co-ordination between Government 
Departments and Ministers.  One member of the group had had to make the same 
presentation on 3 separate occasions to 3 different Ministers.  It was also noted that 
representation had and frequently has to be made to different parties, i.e. N.I. party 
politics can negatively affect the progression of agendas.  A Fuel Poverty 
Commissioner should be appointed who could, among other things, ensure that 
Government Departments work more collaboratively. 
 
Action Four 
Think differently! While lots of good work is taking place and that work really does 
make a difference to people, we are only chipping away at the edges.  If we continue 
to do things the way we have always done them, we won’t really change things.  To 
tackle fuel poverty effectively, we need to be innovative, we need to change 
mindsets, and we need to change the way people think and work.  (Reference 
Douglas McIldoon’s suggestion about re-profiling housing benefit in order to improve 
the energy efficiency of every house in N.I.). 
 
Action Five 
Improve communication: the Excess Winter Death rate is shocking; can the Coalition 
find a way of communicating messages around the health impacts of fuel poverty/the 
cold? We could develop a campaign similar to the one on safe driving. 
 
Action Six 
Each Government Department should have dedicated fuel poverty officers who link 
with the Fuel Poverty Coalition and the Fuel Poverty Commissioner. 
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Action Seven 
• We need to keep up-to-date with what is happening elsewhere and identify 

opportunities: 
• What can we learn from existing models, e.g. Northern area? 
• RPA and Councils – community planning is coming to local Councils and may 

provide opportunities for increased work/collaboration 
• Share information about what is happening in Europe with Coalition 

members. 
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Targeting those in Need Action Plan 
 
Members: Leah Glass, Gerard Doyle, Brian Rankin, Pat Austin, Lucy Cochrane 
 
What is the success to the next year? 
Success in one year is defining a realistic effective and fair approach to targeting. 
 
What Big actions are needed to achieve success? 
Sharing data accurately e.g. mapping oil usage with data protection compliance and 
sharing amongst relevant departments (examining feasibility of GB legislation in NI). 
 
Achieving a cost effective model of delivery and other ways to look at targeting 
ensuring the customer journey is successful and protecting self-referrals 
 
Look at theory and practice, measure outcomes with cost benefit analysis. 
 
What are your first actions? 
Action 

1. Devise a potential list of organisations to approach who already hold relevant 
data: April 2014 

2. Clarify legislation for above e.g. advice from information commissioner etc.: 
April/May 2014 

3. Contact energy companies on social corporate responsibility April 2014 
4. Respond the Warm Homes Scheme consultation and target key 

organisations (remembering stress on income criteria) May 2014 
5. Devise and awareness campaign for householders on the schemes available 

April – June 2014 
6. Identify different needs based on tenure e.g. social housing and private June 

2014 
7. Lead coordinator: Lucy Cochrane NEA NI 
8. Date and venue for next meeting: TBC but at the WHS consultation event in 

March. 
 
Notes from meeting 
Councils are key players, it is important for a new look scheme. Self-referral needs to 
be still within the scheme if area based is the way forward. 
 
The University of Ulster (UU) maps shape the future theoretically based on 
algorithms e.g. gas households. Clusters of households are to be targets. 
 
Pilot scheme has been staff intensive householders in some instances reluctant to 
give personal details – issue of being approached. 
 
Maps were guiding workers – not as successful as reported and people didn’t keep 
within designated cluster areas.  
 
Review of Warm Homes Scheme income eligibility should be higher than Child tax 
credit (free school meals) threshold of £16,190 should actually be £41,000.  
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Uniformity 
 
NISEP set to change to energy efficiency obligation – key thing to take into 
consideration of all the other schemes issue of cost of person out knocking doors. 
 
How do you go about targeting – what about people outside the area? Should still be 
self-referral mechanism? Suggest older people and rural as hard to heat homes are 
priority.  Area based favours cities.  Funding for renewables for oil heating in non-gas 
areas – tease out issues for large areas. 
 
All about learning from good practice what is done well? 
 
Social housing where tenant pays a service charge works out better. 
 
Cavity wall – proper retrofitting is a priority 
 
Other ways of targeting 
 
Involve fuel suppliers – look at those using the most oil each company will know high 
users and pool this information. Incentivise companies – present their records similar 
to an electric meter reference number. 
 
Issue of people who are under heating their home, how do we find/capture these 
households? 
 
Upgrade service boilers from levy 
 
EPC is non intrusive but it is not accurate. 
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Section Three:  Responses to the Question: What 
Does an Effective Coalition Look Like? 
 
Lobbying 
 

• Lobby for changes in policy 
• Clarity on the steering group purpose 
• Lobby Government 
• Lobby Gov. – raise profile and effects of FP 
• Lobby Gov. to pool resources from different departments 
• Assist in providing direction 
• Lobby backed up with evidence (establish all party fuel poverty group) 
• Primary purpose – Lobbying, evidence 
• Getting government to be more active (Targeting for effectiveness is the most 

important priority) need for one unit covering all areas 
• Lobby for change in social and private sectors 
• Change policy and increase certification 
• Simplifying the system and joined up thinking 
• Dealing with bureaucracy – building control getting a statutory responsibility 
• Poverty strategy – learning new developments / issues feeding into action 

plan disseminating wider 
• To feedback policy issues on gaps 
• Coalition to challenge current system 
• Local Government bringing affiliation and standardising building regulations  

Networking 
 

• Networking organisation 
• Provide coordination  
• Brining together fuel poverty players 
• Lobbying for better coordination of funding streams and researching and 

lobbying for EU funding streams 
• Joining up – to show Gov. we are joined up 
• Secondary purpose – networking 
• Network share info, and  
• Role of coalition members 
• Partnership approach 
• Simplifying the system and joined up thinking. 
• Research 
• Create database and make available 
• Gathering evidence 
• Source funding streams – e.g. EU funds 
• Showcase / document the evidence of what interventions work best and best 

value for money for better joined up working across sectors / organisations 
• To collate info  
• Partnership to gain information on issues that reflect back on wider action 

plans 
• Promote a greater understanding of the causes of FP – carry out research 
• University science shops, solutions, develop partnerships 
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Representation 
 

• Help the needy. Develop society equality. Single voice spearhead for change. 
Political voice. 

• Voice for all involved (housing, community, private rental, NIHE, energy 
companies, landlords, homeowners 

• We are one community – push the common agenda 
• Representation for all relevant parties 
• Highlighting personal stories – FP’s a personal issue that affects many 
• Be the champion for the people  
• Sectors represented (Government bodies, charities, community groups, 

social housing, private Housing, Commercial bodies, energy companies 
• A voice for many 
• Communication 
• Vulnerable people in hard to heat homes finding solutions 
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Section Four: Notes from the conversation that 
followed the group work. 
 
Theme of conversation: Purpose of Coalition 
 

• Time to relook or refresh primary purpose of the FPC.  Is there a primary 
purpose around lobbying – evidence based lobbying.  Wealth of info – 
lobbying and networking 

• Clarity in the original steering group – Select 2 or 3 key areas from 7 priorities 
so as to not lose perspective 

• What got people involved in FPC? Policy issues finding solutions, info on the 
debate, action plans, move towards greater local government affiliation – i.e. 
building control 

• Not sure how achievable to go into govt with all priorities but No3 stands out 
(Government joining up). 

• Aim and objective of where we want to be? Data bank available for everyone.  
Policy changes in certification.  Look at political party manifesto – “get 
something done” 

• Warm dry fully insulated carbon neutral home – everyone would have a right 
to this 

• Reduce fuel poverty will improve the economy 
• All houses in Europe to be carbon neutral by 2030 – impossibility.  All houses 

due to be built in 2016 to be carbon neutral – govt reduced this to 70%.  No 
simple solution bordering on impossible.  Secure comfortable living style has 
to be implicit. 

• Address sorting out health issues – for the health benefits mission statement 
has to be important.  

• Carbon into environmental issue – not energy 
• How to target a comfortable home? How to target those who are fuel poor? 
• Setting realistic targets.  Our objective to eradicate FP isn’t realistic.  Change 

objective to reducing the amount.  
• Everyone should have the opportunity to live in a decent affordable home. 
• What are we aspiring to? What targets are we going to achieve? Set targets 

we want to aspire to.  What elements of our day jobs can we feed into that? 
Important as a coalition what we do over and above our day jobs. 

 
Targeting 
 

• Whole house approach could be set as target 
• £250 million tax payers money given to landlords annually £350 million spend 

a year cold do 5000 homes. IN ten years all HH in NI would have had £5k 
spent on upgrading. 

• Gov. focus on tenants on benefits – not the conditions of the property – i.e. 
fuel poverty  

 
Lobbying 
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• Need to educate politicians as to what’s happening  
• Other Gov. are using EU funding to tackle this – why aren’t we? 
• Why can’t we stick it to the politicians to act on it? 

 
 
 
Representation – with evidence 
 

• Thinking about who is on the Coalition – it was noted that all sectors were 
present except for Government.  The political element to this debate is critical 
so there is a job to get like-minded politicians on board.  Other groups who 
could be better represented include private housing, in particular the working 
poor. 

• Question – who advocates on behalf of private tenants in Northern Ireland? 
• Social housing and private landlord 
• Commercial representation and energy companies 
• Resources 
• Community – private housing, working poor.  
• Coalition not promoted well enough.  Engage with communities etc. for 

publicity 
• Energy costs and how its affecting people 
• Research – there FPC research 
• NEA should be people’s champion – educate policy makers 
• Hold our executive to account for what they are doing with the money – its 

there £22 million due to be paid out annually 
• Targets are more realistic and achievable  
• Provide evidence 
• Do we need to refresh what we are about? 
• 889 excess winter deaths – 13% increase.  Never hear an MLA or Gov. Dept. 

saying they’ll do something about it  
• Protect children in fuel poor as the future generation 

 

 
 


